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ABSTRACT 
We approach FIR equalization problem from an H" perspec- 
tive. First, we formulate the calculation of the optimal H" per- 
formance for a given equalization setting as a semidefinite pro- 
gramming (SDP) problem. HO" criterion provides a set of FIR 
equalizers with different optimality properties. Among these, we 
formulate the calculation of risk sensitive or minimum entropy 
FIR filter as the constrained analytic centring problem and mixed 
H 2 / H "  problem as another SDP. We provide an example to il- 
lustrate the procedures we described. 
A :  
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are various possible reasons for the preference of FIR 
equalizers over the IIR filters. IIR filters may suffer from the 
limit cycles caused by the finite precision implementation in real 
systems and the recursive structure of the IIR filter. Furthermore, 
the majority of the adaptive equalization approaches makes the 
FIR assumption and that generally provides with the property 
that the cost function (either stochastic or deterministic) is a con- 
vex function of the FIR equalizer coefficients and has therefore, 
a single globally optimum solution. 
Figure I shows the basic structure for the FIR equalization 
problem. Here {b,} is transmitted sequence, where b, E C M ,  
H ( z )  is the N x A4 transfer function representing the linear 
distortion effect of the communication channel,{v,} is the noise 
signal where v2 E C N .  We also assume that N 2 M .  We can 
consider N as the number of antennas and M as the number 
of cochannel users. Our purpose is to design an FIR equalizer 
K ( z )  of order R - 1 to estimate the delayed version of input 
sequence { b 2 } .  
In this paper, we look at the FIR equalization problem from 
an H" perspective. First problem that we are going to address 
is the calculation of the optimal y value, which is the minimum 
value of the maximum energy gain from the input disturbances 
b,, U, to the output equalization error sequence G, for FIR equal- 
izers. We will use the state space representation in conjunction 
with the KYP Lemma to pose this problem as a convex Semidef- 
inite Programming (SDP) problem. We will use a similar ap- 
proach to formulate FIR risk sensitive equalization problem as a 
constrained analytic centering problem, which is another type of 
convex problem with LMI constraints. We will later show that 
the mixed H 2 / H w  FIR equalizer, that is the H" optimal FIR 
equalizer with the least H 2  cost, can also be calculated using 
S DP. 
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Figure 1: Error Transfer Function 
2. STATE SPACE DESCRIPTION FOR THE ERROR 
TRANSFER FUNCTION 
In Section 3, we will use the state space description of the error 
transfer function TK,  which maps [ bi U* 3' to ei, in con- 
junction with the KYP Lemma to calculate optimal y value for 
the H" optimal FIR equalizers and later to calculate equalizer 
coeffecients themselves. 
We will assume that some minimal state space description 
is given for the communication channel where [ bi vi ] is 
the input and yi is the output. We can also give a state space 
description for the delay operator whose dimension depends on 
delay d. 
FortheFIRequalizerK(z) = ~ o + . . . + ~ R - - I z - ( ~ - ' )  with 
order R - 1, we assume the following state space structure 
Fe G ,  
ii = [ kl ... k R - 1  ] Et + kOYi -
H e  
Given these, we can obtain the state space structure 
for TK such that 
[ "  " 1  
TK(z) = H ( z 1 -  F)- 'G + D. (1) 
Note that only H and D are linear functions of equalizer coeffi- 
cients. 
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3. CALCULATION OF y o p ~  FOR FIR EQUALIZERS 
In this section, we are going to look at the calculation of the 
optimal y value using convex optimization techniques. 
First, we formulate the FIR equalization problem as follows 
Therefore, for a given y _> "fopt,fir, for K ( z )  = IC0 + k1z-l  + 
... + k~-lz-(~-') to be an optimal y-level H" FIR filter, it 
should satisfy 
TK(ej")*TK(ej") 5 y2 vw E [0 ,2w) .  (3) 
Using the state space formulation we defined in the previous sec- 
tion, we can give an equivalent condition to the frequency do- 
main condition of Eq. 3. Basic tool we employ for this purpose is 
Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) Lemma which we state here 
without proof and refer to [2] for the proof: 
Lemma 1 KYP Lemma Consider the observable pair ( A ,  C).  
Then the following two siaiements are equivalent 
1. Sy(z) 2 Ofor all z = e?" # X(F)  where Sy(z) is 
[ C ( z I - A ) - '  I 3 [ g ; ] [ (%-1I-;*)-l c* ] (4) 
2. There exists a Hermitian 2 such that 
Q - Z + A Z A *  S + A Z C *  [ S * f C Z A *  R + C Z C *  ] ( 5 )  
In order to use KYP lemma, we need to convert Eq. (3) into 
the form of Eq. (4). First step in this process is to use Schur 
complement which is outlined in the following lemma: 
Lemma 2 The following statements are equivaleni 
1. Fory 2 0 
Tg(ej")TK(ej") 5 7'1 Vw E [ O , Z w ) .  (6 )  
L. 
Proof: The second statement is true if and only if I and its 
Schur complement y21 - Tg(e3")TK (ej") are non-negative, 
which is the first statement. 
In order to put matrix in (7) to the form of Sy(z) in 4, we 
perform the following steps: 
1 I H(ejWI - F)-'G + D D* + G*(e-j"I - F*)H* Y21 - A S 
C 
r o  S 1 
We can use KYP Lemma to conclude that if y 2 yopt,fir 
~ R - I  ] and a Her- then there exists a vector k = [ kg 
mitian matrix Z such that 
... 
(8) 
-2 + AZA* S + AZC* [ S * + C Z A *  R + C Z C * ] "  
\ / + 
F ( k , Z , y )  
Note that F ( k ,  2, y) is a LMI in IC, Z and y. Therefore, 
we can define calculation of the optimal value of yopt,fir as a 
semi-definite programming(SDP) problem: 
minimize y 
subject to F ( k ,  2 , ~ )  2 0 
Solution both yields the optimal value of yopt,fzr and a fea- 
sible H" optimal FIR filter k = [ kg ... ~ R - I  1'. 
4. RISK SENSITIVE FIR EQUALIZATION 
The set of y-level Hm optimal FIR filters, where y 2 yopt,fir 
is a convex set which can be written as 
IC, = {IC : 3 a hermitian 2, F(k,  2, y) 2 O}. (9) 
All these filters in set IC, have different optimality proper- 
ties with respect to different criteria. In applications, we desire 
the FIR equalizer to have some "average" optimality property 
besides being H" optimal. Our aim in this section is to come 
up with such an FIR equalizer ICRS which is the member of IC-, 
with the minimum risk sensitive cost. The resulting filter has 
also property that it is the minimum entropy FIR filter [2]. In 
the general H" setup, the central solution is the risk sensitive 
equalizer, however, it is not necessarily FIR. 
For the infinite horizon case, we can formulate the FIR risk 
sensitive equalization problem as 
m i n  - log(det,(y2 - Tx(e3")Tf,(e'")))dw ( I O )  
Note that the minimum entropy cost function is clearly a 
convex function of the equalizer coefficients. Furthermore, since 
set IC, is a convex set, the problem in ( I O )  is a convex optimiza- 
tion problem. In the rest of this section, we will try to convert 
the cost function involving integral into a more compact expres- 
sion containing the state space variables defined in the previous 
sections. We first note that 
s_: 
det (y '1-  TK(e3")TK(eJW)) 
Y 
S ( e 3 " )  
Since over the set IC, , S(e3") 2 0, we can define 
S( e'") = A s  ( e3") R,A: ( eJW)  w E [0,2T), 
( 1  1 )  
where As(.) is a monic, causal and causally invertible matrix 
and Re = R + CPC* 2 0. Here P is the solution of Riccati 
equation 
-P+APA* - (APC* +s)(R+cPc*)-'(APc* +s)* = 0. 
(12) 
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The observability of (A ,  C) implies the existence of P. Since 
A s  is analytic for I z I  2 1, it can be shown that 
log(de t (y2  - TK(e'")TE;(e'")))dw = l og (de t (R , ) ) .  




minkEK-,,p - log(de t (R + CPC*)) 
s.t.Eq. (12) holds. 
Although this formulation looks more desirable than (IO), it con- 
tains a nonlinear equality constraint. Our aim is to eliminate this 
nonlinear constraint. For that purpose, we introduce the follow- 
ing convex optimization problem: 
mink,z - log(de t (R + CZC*))  
q k ,  z, Y) L. 0. 
The convex optimization problem in (15) is called ''con- 
strained analytical centering" problem which is a special case 
of more general MAXDET problem [5]. It involves nonlinear 
convex bames function as the cost function and the convex LMI 
constraints, and it can be solved very efficiently using interior 
point methods[5J. If 2, of the optimal solution (ko, Zo) of prob- 
lem (15) satisfies the Riccati equation 
zo = (16) 
AZoA* - (AZoC* + So)(Ro + CZoC*)-'(CZoA* + S:) 
Y 
,where R ,  and So are the values of R and S matrices at the 
optimal point, then it is easy to see that ko will be the solution of 
the problem (14) and therefore (IO). 
In fact, this is generically the case which can be concluded 
via use of the following theorem[4]: 
Theorem 1 Maximal Hermitian Solution Consider the basic 
Discrete Algebraic Riccati (DARE): 
X = AXA* + Q - ( S  + A X C * ) ( R  + CXC*)- ' (AXC* + S)* 
ad the discrete Riccati inequality 
A X A * + Q -  (S+AXC*)*(R+HXC*)-'(S+AXC*)* 2 X .  
Let (A ,  C )  be a detectable pair, R be invertible and assume that 
there is a hermitian solution X of ( I )  for  which R + C X C *  > 0. 
Then there exists a unique solution X+ = X ;  of ( I )  such that 
R + CX+C* > 0 and X +  2 X for all hermitian solutions of 
(1). 
The above theorem directly implies that since (A,  C) in (17) 
is a observable and therefore a detectable pair, the maximality 
property of Riccati equation solution implies the minimality of 
the - l o g ( d e t ( R +  CZC*))  and therefore Zo should satisfy the 
Riccati equation (1 7). 
We will know take an alternative route to prove this fact via 
use of KKT optimality conditions for the optimization problem 
(15). We begin by introducing the corresponding Lagrangian 
function as: 
L(Z ,  k ,  W )  = -Zog(det(R + C Z C * ) )  - Tr(W.F(k, 2, 7)) 
(17) 
where W 2 0 is the dual Lagrange matrix variable. Assum- 
ing strict feasibility and therefore the strong duality condition, 
complementary slackness implies [ I ]  that at the optimal point 
(ko, 20, WO), 
WOF(kO,ZO, Y) = 0 
-20 + AZoA* So + AZOC' 
S: +CZoA* R ,  +CZoC* 1 
which further implies, 
W12,, = -Wii,,(S0 + AZoC*)(Ro + CZoC*)-l(18) 
W22,O = (Ro + CZoC*)-'(So + AZoC*)*Wii,o 
(So + AZoC*)(Ro + CZ,C*)-' (19) 
0 = wll,o(-zo + Y ) .  (20) 
Note that Eq.(20) implies that if Wll , ,  > 0, i.e. strictly positive, 
then Eq.( 17) should hold. In order to check this condition, we 
use the first order optimality condition of the Lagrangian func- 
tion. 
If we differentiate the Lagrangian function with respect to 
matrix 2, we obtain 
V z L ( k ,  2, W )  = - C * ( R  + CZC*)-'C + Wii 
-A'W11A - A* W12C - C* W;2A - C* W22C 
At the optimal point, using Eqs. ( 1  8) and (19) 
V Z L ( k ,  Z,W)lk,,Z,,W, = -c*(Ro + cZoc*)-'C 
+Wll,o - ( A  + C*M,*)Wll,o(A + M C )  
where MO = -(So + AZoC*)(Ro + CZ,C*)- l .  First order 
optimality condition implies 
v Z L ( k ,  2, ~ T ) l k o , Z o , W o  = 0 (21) 
WII,, - ( A  + C*M,*)WlI,,(A + MoC) = NON: (22) 
where No = B*(R,  + CZoC*)-' /2 .  Since Eq. ( 2 2 )  is a Lya- 
punov equation, W1l > 0 if and only if pair ( A  + MoC, No) 
is observable. As a result, since observability of (A ,  C )  pair im- 
plies observablity of ( A  + M,C, No), W11 > 0,  and therefore, 
Eq. (17) holds. 
To conclude, in this section we showed that the risk sensitive 
or minimum entropy FIR equalization problem can be posed as a 
finite dimensional convex optimization problem (constrained an- 
alytic centering problem) and therefore can be efficiently solved 
using interior point algorithms. 
5. MIXED H21Hw FIR EQUALIZATION 
Using convex optimization techniques, we can also find solu- 
tion to mixed H 2 / H "  FIR equalization problem. This problem 
refers to finding the H w  optimal FIR equalizer which has the 
least H 2  norm and it can be posed as an SDP. 
The following lemma[3], which provides the calculation of 
H 2  norm as a function of state space parameters, plays a central 
role in the SDP formulation of the mixed problem: 
Lemma 3 (H" norm bound) Given any transferfunction 
H ( z )  = C(zI - A)-'B + D (not necessarily minimal), we 
have: 
llH(z)11; = 2.1r [ " T r  (H(e'")H*(e'"))  dw < p2 
where A is asymptotically stable, ifand only ifthe following LMI 
in X and S is feasible: 
1 "  
A * X A - X  A * X B  [ B*XA B * X B - I ]  < O  
[ C D  0 I D * ] > O  S 
x > 0.  
x 0 c* 
T T ( S )  - p2 < 0 
273 1 
Therefore minimizing p2 under above constraints together 
with F ( k ,  Z, y )  1 0 would yield the mixed H2/H" solution. 
Similar to risk sensitive FIR filter, mixed H2/Hm solution has a 
desired average property which is minimization of mean square 
error under some statistical assumptions about the disturbances. 
In the next section, we will provide comparison of FIR filters 
that are optimal with respect to different criteria for an example 
setting. 
1.1 
1 -  
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Figure 2: ko vs. k l .  Two tap equalizers for H ( z )  = 1 + 0 . 9 ~ ~ '  
and d = 0: '*'- Risk Sensitive Solution, '+'- H2 Solution, and 
'0'- Mixed H2/H" Solution 
6. CONCLUSION AND AN EXAMPLE 
In this paper, using state space based approach, we formulated 
calculation of FIR H" equalizers with good "average" proper- 
ties as convex optimization problems. In particular, we showed 
risk sensitive (or minimum entropy) equalization can be formu- 
lated as constrained analytic centring problem and mixed 
H2/H" equalization as SDP, which can be solved using effi- 
cient convex optimization algorithms. 
In order to illustrate the methods we presented, we consider 
the channel H ( z )  = 1 + 0 . 9 ~ ~ '  and the delay d = 0 as a sim- 
ple example. In order to obtain a geometrical picture for the set 
of equalizers, we consider the equalizers of length 2. In Figure 
2, the bounded convex region, the spectrahedron, represents the 
set K-,, y-level H" optimal equalizers, for this setting. The con- 
tours for the risk sensitive cost function are also drawn inside the 
spectrahedron. The point represented by '*' is the risk sensitive 
equalizer which is obtained by the constrained analytic center- 
ing method described previously. The point marked by '+' is the 
H2 solution which is apparently not H" optimal since it  lies 
outside of the set of Ha-optimal equalizers. The point marked 
with '0' is the mixed H2/H" solution. Since the H2-optimal 
equalizer is not inside the spectrahedron of H" solutions, the 
mixed H2/Hm solution lies at the boundary where the H2 cost 
function is minimum. 
In Figure 3, the error spectra for the equalizers of the above 
setting are shown. It is clear from this figure that, since both 
the risk sensitive and mixed H2/H" solutions are Hm opti- 
mal, their error spectra have the same maximum value which is 
smaller than the the maximum value of the H2 equalizer's er- 
Enor Spsclra 
1 2 ,  
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Figure 3: The Error Spectra for two tap equalizers for H ( z )  = 
1+0.9z-' and d = 0: 'solid'- Risk Sensitive Solution, 'dashed'- 
H2 Solution, and '-.'- Mixed H2/Hw Solution 
ror spectrum. The total area under the error spectrum is clearly 
minimized by the H2 solution as expected. Besides, the mixed 
H2/Hw solution has smaller are under the error spectrum than 
the risk sensitive case, however, error spectrum for the risk sen- 
sitive equalizer is smaller than the mixed H2/H" solution at 
most of the frequencies, especially around the frequencies where 
the error spectra for both have high values. 
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